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Job Vacancy Filled
Why I ask myself did this request attract my
attention? It's not as if I don't have a busy life, but is
it because I have been to several events over the past
year organised by the SHBHA & met lots of lovely
people & made new friends, which made me feel I
would like to have a more active role and take on
something I have never done before.
So this newsletter is me dipping my toes into the
unknown!!!
Who is Melanie Cockill I hear you all asking yourself, well I am for my sins a wife,
a mother of 3, a Granny of 1 with 2 more grandchildren due in 2019, a partner in
a family business & a last but by no means least a cruiser. I can already hear the
outcry from all you sailors.
My husband Symon & I bought out first boat back in 2016 and made quite an
entrance into the lock when bringing the boat back from Brighton. Fortunately,
Mark Sawyer was in the lock and came to my rescue, he then handed me his card
and said we might like a little help from him. This was the start of a friendship we
hold very dear and our introduction into the family which is the SHBHA.
We have now progressed to a larger cruiser, which we have had some very safe
and enjoyable voyages on during 2018 and are looking forward to many more in
2019.
So there you have it, I hope you find this newsletter entertaining, informative and
to your liking.
The next newsletter will be out in May, so if you have any old sailing yarns,
recipes, events etc please forward to melaniecockill@hotmail.co.uk.
Here's to a safe & happy 2019, with many enjoyable adventures.
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Cruise and Meet, Brighton
(Saturday 22 September 2018)
Cruise and Meet Number 3 just wasn’t meant to
be!! Unfortunately I had to make the decision to
cancel this event. By Wednesday (19th), storm
force winds were still forecasted to reach around
50 kts on the Sunday for our trip back and looked
incredibly wet!!
Even though the wind did calm down a tad closer to the weekend
the rain was still forecast and wow did it rain, with breezy conditions
and it wouldn’t have been a pleasant trip there or back or for the
pontoon drinks!!!
On a positive note, we had 14 boats booked to go, the most we have
had since we first started this event.
So it wasn’t 3rd time lucky and as the Yacht Club cancelled my
booking for dinner, to me it was a disappointing event to continue to
arrange as booking dinner elsewhere seemed an impossible task and
work decided to change my shift at short notice!!
I would like to thank all members that booked and showed interest
in this event yet again, with some new faces signing up!
Great shame and some comments that were received:

* I’d been watching the weather with my fingers crossed but alas, it
was not meant to be.

* Safety first!! I have been watching the forecasts and they are
pretty dire it has to be said!!
* Good effort in drumming up the support!! Only to be defeated by
the wretched weather. Wise decision to cancel!
contributed by Lorraine Elliott, Big Bubble
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Beaching my boat after mid-Channel rescue
One of my favourite places to visit is St Valery sur Somme. It has a challenging approach
requiring navigation between fifty buoys zig zagging in shallow water up a ten mile estuary
to the town harbour. You have to get the arrival time just right to avoid running aground
on the massive mud banks either side of the narrow channel. There is a pretty ferocious
flood and ebb tide. The whole area is a renowned nature reserve.
So that was the intended destination as I set off with a friend at 4pm one sunny August
afternoon in Squeezebox, my 1970 Westerly Pageant. A gentle breeze and a fair tide
added to the joy of the passage. The sun set, the wind dropped to zero and the sea was
so smooth we could see the reflections of Mars, Jupiter and many stars in it. We chugged
along at a little under four knots in order to reach the ATSO buoy at the Somme entrance
at 9.30am the following morning.
At 11.30pm our enjoyment was rudely interrupted by a big jolt followed by the engine
stalling. A quick check over the transom failed to reveal any evidence of nets, flags or
poles. We were bang in the middle of the Channel between the two traffic zones, some 27
miles from Sovereign Harbour and the ATSO buoy, drifting south west at about a knot. A
call to Dover coastguard explaining that we could not sail out of trouble led to a rescue by
the Eastbourne offshore lifeboat, bless them.
A tow back to Sovereign Harbour at over twice our earlier speed ended at 5.30am.
Some days later I heard that the lads had enjoyed the “shout”, flat out in smooth seas for
once.
After a cooked breakfast my friend went home. I loosened the mooring lines and gently
worked my boat at tickover backwards and forwards on its mooring then radioed the
marina to say I could limp back to my berth. It turned out a large cargo net had wrapped
itself firmly around the prop.
The following day I decided to beach the Squeezebox near Fisherman’s Village at the
eastern end of the Sovereign Harbour estate. The winds were light and high tide was
1.30pm. My crew member was on the beach making sure a 10 metre stretch was clear of
fishermen, swimmers and any paddle boarders. Another friend suddenly turned up for the
ride, it sounds like fun he said.
Squeezebox limped round the outer harbour breakwater with him on the tiller.
“What’s the form?” he asked. “As we approach the beach at right angles” I said “I will be
at the bow ready to drop the anchor in four to six feet of water. You then reverse so I can
pay out the line.”
“OK” he replied.
Seeing my other friend on the beach I signalled the helm to aim for a space between two
groynes. We seemed to get very close to the beach. “What’s our depth?” “4ft!” “I’m
dropping the anchor now” I shouted. “This is just like the D day landings” he said as he
drove onto the beach somewhat higher up than I intended.
The time was 2.30pm.
As the tide receded
the problem became
apparent.
I had taken the
precaution of bringing
a large sharp knife
and a ladder, I did not
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want to use the swim ladder. Squeezebox had beached horizontally, the front of the bilge
keels had dug some inches into the shingle.
It only took about fifteen minutes to remove the net, which nearly filled a 10 litre bucket.
My friends thoughtfully started scraping barnacles off the hull. The hot summer has made
2018 a vintage year for fouling.
After an hour my friends left and I
carried on scraping off barnacles,
filling nearly three buckets in all.
The sight of a beached boat drew a
lot of attention. One family came
down offering hamburgers and
sausages from their barbecue
outside the flats overlooking the
beach. So nice, but I never set out without food and water no matter how short the trip.
A young lad cane up and says “Looks like you’ve got a problem mister!” He promptly got a
lecture on the advantages of a bilge keeler.
Several other young children out with their parents asked to have a look inside the boat.
As dusk fell Squeezebox looked totally
stranded as the tide receded.
I paid out 60ft of rope off the stern with
a kedge anchor on the end and
recovered and stowed the bow anchor.
My crew friend returned and said he
would stay for the trip back, which was
good of him. Once on board I lifted and stowed the ladder at the bow.
It seemed ages until the tide returned but by 10 pm waves were lapping under the keel. I
explained to him that when I was sure the prop was underwater and the boat began to lift
I would start the engine and put it in reverse. I would then put it half forward and he was
to immediately helm sharply to starboard. “Will we miss the breakwaters ?” he asked. “We
have to!” was my reply.
A tense minute followed as the boat turned round and I frantically pulled in the kedge
anchor.....the last thing I needed was another fouled propeller. I dumped the kedge and its
rope unceremoniously into the cockpit and relaxed as we headed out to sea.
The Royal Sovereign fishing boat appeared ahead of us aiming for the harbour. “Follow
that boat!” I said. We rounded the buoys marking the wreck of the SS Barnhill outside the
harbour and followed the Royal Sovereign into the
lock. It was 11pm, a long but interesting day.
I resolved to repeat the beaching exercise mid season
next year to clean the hull, much cheaper than a lift
out. But I would aim for lower down the beach well
away from the wooden groynes and save several hours
waiting for the tide to return.
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Fisherman's Quay plans for Sovereign Harbour move ahead
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last Saturday. A great night was had by all.
Everyone was welcomed with a 'Sparkling Apple
Pie' orDan
a 'Ginger
Heckford Zinger' cocktail which went
down nicely whilst catching up with familiar faces
and welcoming new comers. Next everyone was
kept warm for the night after having the
explosive chilli-con-carne and rice made by
Committee Member Christine which was
absolutely delicious. The feast was finished off
with ginger / toffee apple cake, toffee apples or
toasted marshmallows on the fire. All topped off
with sparklers, and keeping warm by the fire pit
to end a great night. Thank you again for
everyone who attended and supported the event
and also to those committee members that gave
up their time to pull off another great event
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RNLI VISIT
Over the weekend 26-28th October 18 berth holders, including two from
Premier Brighton, enjoyed a fantastic trip to the RNLI College at Poole.
The event was professionally organised by Gill Clare our Vice Chair.
The trip included two nights' accommodation,
buffet breakfasts that would satisfy the needs
of any beefy lifeboat crew member, let alone
a SHBHA member and a private dinner in the
excellent Harbour View Suite. The food and
beverage service were of high quality and the
staff were friendly and courteous and did their
best to make our stay first class in every way.
The rooms were superbly appointed with comfortable beds, full facilities
and spectacular views across Poole Harbour. No complaints from anybody,
only praise.
On Saturday morning we split into two groups and
started our tour of the complex. This included the life
boat manufacturing facility - the RNLI now build and
refurbish the boats themselves - the survival tank
which can replicate the worst conditions that may be
encountered at sea and
finally the lifeboat simulator. This machine is
incredibly realistic being able to reproduce
unimaginable incidents at sea and a multitude
of weather conditions. It was so realistic some
participants even felt a little queasy, when
others could have played all day.
We could go on and on about this trip, but all the facilities and tours can
best be seen by going on to the RNLI website (rnli.org).
If you did not participate this time then
you missed a wonderful opportunity to
experience the workings of the RNLI first
hand. Many of us agreed that if the
opportunity arose, we would certainly go
again without any hesitation.

Thank you Gill.
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Sovereign Shines 2018
Sovereign Harbour really did shine brighter than
ever this December. After a quiet start, during
which time we started to doubt whether the
harbour would ever shine, boats and homes
started to light up.
We had a galaxy of stars at the top of masts
plus Santa and his reindeer on decks and
boarding platforms, he was actually seen
climbing up the boarding ladder on one
boat in the North Harbour!
The homes facing the water joined in the
fun with an entire forest of Christmas trees,
lights and icicles tumbling down the front of
the buildings. Santa could even be seen
being rescued by a lifeboat.
Well done to everyone who participated. The West Harbour, being
relatively small, was an excellent spot to wander around and admire the
lights.
On Friday 14th December West Rise
Junior School Choir sang a melody of
Christmas carols and songs at the
Waterfront, this really put us in the
spirit. Also, some boats that were
decorated berthed on the Sales Pontoon
right by the restaurants. This, plus all
the Waterfront trees and lights, really
added to the ambience.
Unfortunately, Saturday 15th, prize giving day, produced some atrocious
weather, torrential rain and strong winds, so bad that it wasn’t safe for
Santa to arrive by Lifeboat, he had to make do with a 4 X 4 instead. It
may have been cold but Lizzie
and B from Premier Swanwick
helped those brave souls who
turned out to keep warm with
mulled wine and mince pies,
courtesy of Premier.

Gill Clare
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Meet the people -Kim Rees, Duty Manager
Kim had only been in post just over two months
when we met but was already into the swing of
things. She was enjoying working alongside the
other new duty manager, Amy Wallis. The two
were building a good partnership as they both
had different experiences which complimented
each other and allowed them both to draw on each other’s
strengths.
Kim decided to apply for the post during a period in her life when
she was taking a year out after finishing her naval career. Her final
year of working for the MOD involved her working at a desk job in
London and she found that the daily commute and race across
London didn’t suit her. This was local, involved being near water and
especially near the sea which she missed terribly.
With a background in art at college
she left to travel the states when she
was 19 and stayed over there for four
months. Upon her return she joined
the Navy spending some of her time
aboard vessels such as the Ark Royal.
As a communications specialist she
had different postings throughout her career and has been in many
areas of the world including the Falklands and Africa setting up
servers and forward comms systems on a variety of front lines.
Although never asked about her boat handling skills during the
appointment processes for the job at Sovereign Harbour she was
questioned about her experience and leadership and project
management skills. Horses for courses meant she was appointed.
The job of duty manager is very wide ranging but includes Kim in
managing the marina on a daily basis, problem solving, keeping
everyone safe and responding to emergencies so she not
unsurprisingly finds each day different. Having worked some very
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weird shift patterns during her previous career she finds the 10 days
on/four days off routine a luxury.
Kim would ideally like to live aboard a boat in the marina for a week
to experience life as a berth holder. She would then see first-hand
the pros and cons of life in the marina and be better placed to sort
out some of the frustrations and idiosyncrasies. She is willing to
create capital reports in order to secure more improvements for us
all.
She sees customer care as
most important and loves
meeting the people (and
dogs!) around her workplace.
Kim sees herself as successful
only if she allows everyone
else to be successful. She
values team effort and sees
everyone has an important role in that. She therefore wants to help
run a good, well trained and motivated team who will get on top of
the job and run the marina well.
In spite of being busy on the Premier front she loves spending her
leisure time with her two Labradors, Jessie and Molly. Poor Jessie
suffered with dysplasia when she was younger and was operated on
by the famous Noel Fitzpatrick who secured a happy, lively life for
her.
Kim and her dogs love trips in the classic camper van she owns and
is rejuvenating. Although not car mechanically trained, she has been
using YouTube and manuals to help her with various projects on the
vehicle. She was especially proud when she recently changed the
steering column. Once the car is sound and
reliable she is intending to complete the North
Coast 500 which is a 516-mile scenic route
around the north coast of Scotland, starting and
ending at Inverness Castle. The trip will give
her time to chill, read and listen to music.
Although preferring Classic FM when travelling
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due to its relaxing nature, she is a Fleetwood Mac fan with Rhiannon
being her favourite song of all time.
Believe it or not she is currently immersed in
reading a large tomb entitled The Port Marine
Safety Code. Is it any wonder then that she has
taken to listening to audio books? Having said that
she is finding ‘A Brief History of Time’ by Stephen
Hawking challenging.
Given her adventuresome nature Kim would
willingly volunteer for a host of exciting activities.
If a selection were on offer she would start with
swimming with sharks. Clearly a woman with nerves of steel!
The only time these were tested was when she was onboard the Arc
Royal. The Skipper and the rest of the night watch were going about
their duties when the Captain said he had seen a person at the top
of the ‘ski’ ramp. Although no one else could see this he sent a team
of four, which included Kim, to investigate. Un-nerved by the spooky
nature of this they went through the special access door only to find
no one there. Kim wasn’t sure whether to be more worried about the
‘ghost’ or whether the Captain seemed be have been hallucinating
(especially as the incident was put
in the ship’s log!)
The more Kim sees of the Marina
the more ideas she gets that
could improve things. She aspires
to helping achieve the higher
standards that we would all
welcome.
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What’s been going on?
A variety of projects are in various stages of completion:
The information below represents the most up-to-date picture.
It is likely that I-Post boxes will be introduced in the area under the office
steps to solve the problem of delivery of items to berth holders. This will
be in addition to a list of other nearby delivery options being available.
(For example: Did you know DPD deliver to Matalan?)
The water ingress problem with the lighting in the Boardwalk car park is
still ongoing but it looks like the contractor has found a more waterproof
fitting and will probably, at their expense, be changing the wiring and
fittings shortly to resolve this long-standing problem.
The new and more extensive fibre optics project is fully installed and the
phased introduction of various systems that depend on this will all be up
and running by early January. This will include the new barriers by the
Yacht Club and at the rear of the boatyard and more CCTV cameras in
various locations.
The replacement of the lock bridge hit a variety of problems and has
taken much longer than planned. In spite of various end dates being given
these seem to be extended on each occasion however the end may finally
be in sight! Lessons have been learnt for the replacement of the other
three hopefully.
Now fully staffed, more monitoring of contracts such as cleaning and bin
emptying will take place which in turn should see higher standards across
the marina.
Work on all three phases of the Fisherman’s Quay should start in the
Spring and hopefully be finished by the Autumn. (more of this elsewhere
in the newsletter)
The drainage system around the Waterfront and North Harbour will need
work on it. Currently fat traps are being installed to reduce blockages and
a full survey has been completed. The solutions will not be quick fixes and
will not be cheap to implement.
A new hoist has been ordered and has a build slot in September 2019. We
have waited a long time for this but the high cost of the machine has
some implications. Unfortunately, this means the last phase of the
boatyard block surfacing will be delayed by a year as will the development
of the south harbour carpark (the area to the west of the locks).
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The end of electric cards is in sight for some areas of the marina.
MetaMax will be introduced as a new phased project starting in 2019. This
will mean, once installed, Berth Holders being able to view their remaining
balance and top up their electricity online (up to a maximum of £100)
from their My Premier account.
Also coming soon>>>>>>>>>>
At a recent meeting the Premier H&S gent acknowledged that ladders to
get out those who manage to fall in is an issue. As a start to his review
new signage will be installed shortly on pontoon edges. This will be across
the whole marina and will replace the faded ones which are in some parts
of the harbour. Self expanartory you just swim in the direction indicated to
locate the nearest one though I have to say it’s better to not fall in in the
first place! Take care, especially if the decks or pontoons are icy.

Other smaller issues discussed with the Management team include
requesting more ‘do not feed the birds’ signs, the area leading down to
gate one and the gate itself, the waxy finish on the pontoons which is a
bit slippery when wet, weeds, shower curtains, the rear gate to the
boatyard, fish gutting in the locks and marina, leaking pipes, lack of up to
date weather forecasts, apparently abandoned boats and trailers,
starlings, trolleys…….you name it and we are on the case!
You don’t have to rely on us though. If you have, or see, a maintenance
or other issue or concern you can either report it to a member of staff at
Rest Tahoma
noraml or alternatively, if you have registered for ‘My Premier’ on their
the11time
website (worth doing as you can set your own preferences) you can now
Harbour
rep NE
‘Report
a Maintenance Issue’. It is really very simple. Go into your account
and click on report a maintenance issue. Type in a brief description of the
problem, its location, add a photo if you want to then press send. Action
should follow!
Tahoma bold 11 headings normal

We need someone to represent
the north east harbour
on the committee,
for more information
please contact the chairman
Sue Sydney
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The Coffee morning and
presentation of the goody
bags to the Eastbourne
Lifeboat crew was again well
supported in spite of the heavy
rain.
SHBHA’s Chief Baker Christine
provided the savoury and sweet treats which
were enjoyed by all. David Sawyer and Alan
Simister received the bags full of high
energy contents on behalf of the crew who
enjoy them on or after shouts. They are
always there for us and we
appreciate the time they
freely give to seafarers.
Donations collected for coffees etc saw £106 being
given to Mark Sawyer at the end of the morning
and the opportunity to purchase Christmas cards,
calendars and gifts also raised additional funds for
the RNLI.
Coming soon……………………..
Saturday 16th February A Basic First Aid
course. Your chance to find out how to use equipment you have on
board should a health emergency arise. Learn how to help in those
first crucial minutes. Informal but very worthwhile.
THURSDAY 28th February 8 till 9.30pm. in the
Sovereign Suite, SHYC. Find out about the proposed
Beachy Head East Conservation Zone and what it
will mean for berth holders (http://www.beachyheadeast.org/)
March 23rd & April 6th Anchoring
workshops…….a half day course for beginners
with the theory in the warm and the practice on
the water! You will need to book your place
Posters/information will be displayed soon.
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Your Officers and Committee work voluntarily to help
you enjoy Sovereign Harbour. We ask you to encourage
others to join and keep the Association strong.
Chairman &
West Harbour Rep

Sue Sydney

(WS17)

Sovereign Star

Vice Chairman &
Central rep

Gill Clare

(G23)

Morning Mist

Membership Secretary Nigel Dumbell

(F30)

Tipsy Tart

Secretary

David Baird

(J23)

Lobster III

Treasurer
Assistant Editor

Lorraine Elliott (WS16)

Big Bubble

North Harbour

Mason Pendrey (NF06)

Moody B

South Harbour

Alison Attwood (SX21)

Takataka

Webmaster

Lloyd Austin

Sea Runner

Newsletter Editor

Melanie Cockill (F44)

Carribbean Blue

Committee members

Beth Austin

(WT17)

Sea Runner

(WS08)

Always There

Christine & Rob Walker Richmond

(WT17)

All members of the committee and officers can be contacted via the website

and on a final note….
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